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“

CLEAN WATER LEADS
TO LIVING WATER
The Story of the Denugu Well

T

he story of the Denugu well is one that only God could write. Denugu, a peaceful
farming community in Northern Ghana, was once home to a church of Christ, but through the
years, the congregation had stopped meeting. HHI trainer James Legend facilitated a Hunger
to Harvest training in this village earlier this year. He saw the heart of the people and felt
confident they would use what they had learned. James also knew that lack of access to water
would be an issue, so he submitted a request to the water team at HHI to provide a water
well to accompany the garden.

Denugu

Northern Ghana

This story is made possible because a group of
believers in Heath, Ohio decided to Walk 4 Water.
Each person who walked or gave to that event
was a part of meeting physical needs allowing
hearts to be surrendered to the Gospel. God’s
hand is definitely in this story, and we are so
grateful to you for being the mechanism by which
He works.

We need a
church of
Christ!

”

A few months later, James’ request was fulfilled and he returned to this community to
commission the well. During the ceremony the community began to chant, “We need the
church of Christ!” Acting upon the community’s wishes, James spent the next two days
preparing for Sunday. He and others quickly constructed benches for the people to sit in, along
with purchasing the emblems for the Lord’s Supper. James conducted the first worship service
in this area in years, just days after the well was commissioned!
Grateful for the gift of clean water, 39 people turned out that Sunday to hear about the Living
Water...and eight people were baptized! When James left, he contacted a preacher in a nearby
community to help oversee the newly restored congregation. Since that time, five more
souls have been baptized. The chief of the village recognized the blessing the church is to the
community and has allotted two acres of land to the congregation to erect a building when
they are able, which will be extremely important once the rainy season starts.
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October officially kicks off the 30th Anniversary
of Healing Hands International. You have been an
important part of this ministry and we look forward
to celebrating with you all that God has done!
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Hunger to Harvest

KENYA CHRISTIAN
TRAINING INSTITUTE

agriculture more meaningful and enlightened us
that God is concern[ed] with all we do and how
we do them [it].” These change-agents equipped with the
gospel and practical farming skills are powerful forces for the
Kingdom! Entire communities are transformed by the good
news of Jesus and food security.
Aiding, equipping, and empowering individuals with sustainable
farming strategies has a ripple effect. Trainees are always eager
to share their new knowledge so that others may benefit! Isn’t
that just like the gospel? When you have such Good News that
transforms your life, you can’t keep it to yourself!

How the people in Kenya have
been trained to feed their
families for life

Healing Hands International has the joy of supporting the
Institute for Practical Christian Ministry (IPCM), a department
of the Kenya Christian Industrial Training Institute (KCITI).
KCITI focuses on developing students’ intellectual and spiritual
potential through high-quality technical training in a Christian
environment. HHI works with KCITI by facilitating agricultural
classes for the IPCM students including a field demonstration.
This year’s demonstration took place in June and included
25 participants! The group learned how to compost using
readily available materials and construct both raised plant beds
and drip irrigation systems. They also learned basic garden
management in addition to planting and transplanting skills.
Each of the participants will be graduating soon with plans to
preach the word and teach agricultural practices around the
country. At the end of the training, the participants received
a t-shirt which read, “Minister of the Word; Minister of
Agriculture” and a bible!
One of the student preachers from IPCM, Jacob Mwanzia,
shared, “I feel privileged to have this training,
especially as a preacher and a farmer. All the
scriptural passages used in this training makes
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Join our community of monthly givers and
help transform communities in need!
hhi.org/changemakers
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Volunteers
Brittnea has a unique MAGI story that God has been weaving together for many years. Growing
up in Tennessee, she first heard about the MAGI project when she was in middle school. In 2009,
Brittnea served on an HHI MAGI trip to Honduras as a translator. Now, nearly two decades since
she first heard about the project, she will be on the receiving end and distributing MAGI to kids and
their families in Asunción (like the boys pictured above).

The MAGI Project

Introducing our new MAGI partners, Brittnea and Ale Yegros, and their two children, Alejandro and
Gabriela! They live in Asunción, Paraguay serving as missionaries at the Sacramento Avenue Church
of Christ. Soon, they will be receiving their first shipment of MAGI for their ministry that extends
out from their church to local schools and a nearby orphanage.

How One Couple Spreads the Love of Jesus through the MAGI Project
Volunteers are the backbone of any nonprofit. HHI is beyond blessed to have an incredible team of
volunteers that support us in so many ways. Today, we want to feature two wonderful people who
have done so much for Healing Hands International.
Meet Paul and Dorothy. They both attended Lipscomb University where they met in 1961. They
married two years later and had two children. Now, they enjoy spending time with their seven
grandkids and 3 great-grandchildren! The couple attend Paragon Mills Church of Christ where Paul
serves as an elder.

MAGI COMES FULL CIRCLE
MAGI Arrives In Paraguay

BLESSING OTHERS
TOGETHER

Dorothy first got involved with HHI packing MAGI boxes at her church. She once packed 75 boxes
on her own! Dorothy’s passion for the work at HHI grew and now she and Paul bring donations for
MAGI boxes every week. Instead of giving each other traditional birthday and Christmas presents,
the two shop together for the MAGI project. Dorothy said, “Instead of asking Paul for nice jewelry
on holidays, I just ask that he lets me buy whatever I want for Healing Hands.” The two drive around
town and use their coupon-savvy skills to buy items like clothes, toys, and school supplies for the
boxes. Paul said, “I know good and well every Saturday that we are going to the store.” Because
Dorothy and Paul are such frequent shoppers at their favorite stores, the staff know them by name.
Paul and Dorothy love partnering with Healing Hands because it’s rewarding to know they are
helping reach out to people who don’t know Jesus. They love to serve others with the resources
they have been given. Thank you Paul and Dorothy for supporting the MAGI project.Your
commitment and passion for the work are such a blessing. We are grateful for you and all of our
amazing volunteers!

“The trip in 2009 put a desire in my heart to one day bring MAGI to
Paraguay,” says Brittnea. “Jesus’ love can be shared in many ways
and MAGI is just one sweet, yet powerful way, to share His
love.”
Brittnea credits her former Asunción Mission teammates,
Enoch and Laura Rinks, for this new partnership. In 2020,
the Rinks were packing MAGI boxes with their church when
one of their daughters said, “We should send some MAGI to
our friends in Paraguay!” The Rinks didn’t know that HHI was
already looking to expand its MAGI reach. With a phone call
from the Rinks, God aligned the right people at the right time to
launch this new location. Like is often the case, it took a village to
bring it all together.
To all those who help make MAGI possible, Brittnea says, “Thanks to all of those who so lovingly and
sacrificially prepare a MAGI box. We are excited to be on the receiving end of MAGI. Know that you
are helping us share the love of Jesus with the children and their families here in Paraguay!”
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WOMEN OF HOPE
ON THE ROAD
Kicking off in Hendersonville

Women of Hope

When the Women of Hope Weekend team realized that
it would not be possible for us to all be together in
Murfreesboro this year, we decided to bring the experience
to your door...and the response has been exciting!

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

New Women of Hope Coordinator in Tanzania
If you have been following the Women of Hope ministry this year, you have likely heard about
our newest country partners in Tanzania, East Africa. After connecting with a group of women at
the Andrew Connally School of Preaching and facilitating a virtual Christian Business Women’s
Conference in January, it became clear that we had a great partnership in these women.
From that conference rose our relationship with Paulina, our newest Women of Hope Coordinator
and the Umoja Group, our newest group business partner. At least eight other female-run
businesses have launched with the support of ongoing training from Paulina - who in just three
months has provided basic business skills training to nearly 200 female entrepreneurs. Needless to
say, there is much to celebrate about what God is doing through these women.
And last month we got to visit with them in person!
Women of Hope Coordinator, Jessica Markwood, was blessed to attend a Christian Business
Women’s Conference where 70 women from the Maji ya Chai village came together to gain skills
in finding markets, keeping records, developing business plans, and running godly businesses. It was
truly a joy to watch Paulina teach these women with conviction and charisma, and an inspiration to
hear stories from the participants who have already started businesses or women who have dreams
to get started.

The Women of Hope On The Road tour kicked off in
Hendersonville, TN in August. Since then, we have been
blessed to share a day of hope with women in Lewisburg,
Columbia and Nashville, TN and we still have four more
events to go!
The theme for the tour comes from Revelation 21: 5-6:
He is making all things new! Each event includes an inspiring
lesson, uplifting worship, table discussions, encouraging
breakout sessions, and of course...time to shop the
beautiful products made by Women of Hope around the
world.
We are thankful for this opportunity to spend time with
so many of you and look forward to a hope-filled reunion
this spring. Save the date and make plans to join
us for the 2022 Women of Hope Weekend on
March 25-26. Registration will open soon!

Jessica also got to meet with several women who have started businesses since the January
conference, including the Umoja Group, who started a batik-dying business with a small grant from
HHI’s Women of Hope ministry. Time was spent building relationships, troubleshooting issues they
face, and planning for future growth. And their big plan for the future?
“We want to keep learning and keep growing so that we can help other women to be strong too.”
This is the true spirit of the Women of Hope ministry...to empower women who will then
exponentially bless others! There are two ways you can be a part of empowering women like Paulina:
by shopping in the HHI store at hhi.org/store and by becoming a monthly sponsor at hhi.org/women.
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Disaster Relief

FINDING BEAUTY
IN DISASTER
Haiti Earthquake Relief

On August 14, 2021, a 7.2 magnitude earthquake lasting a full 60 seconds
rocked southwest Haiti. The earthquake devastated several communities,
taking the lives of over 2,200 people, injuring 12,000, and leaving over
650,000 people in need of assistance. The situation worsened as Tropical
Depression Grace brought significant rain causing flooding and landslides,
blocking major roads leading to the areas most impacted by the earthquake.
Church leaders in the region reported that many church buildings, schools,
and homes of local church members collapsed or experienced structural
damage. With thousands of people displaced and without shelter, the need
was overwhelming. Many Haitians found themselves asking, “God, why us
again?”
Immediately, partners and friends of HHI began responding and making financial gifts. The
heartfelt response to the crisis in Haiti has been inspiring and encouraging to our colleagues
on the ground. HHI is partnering with Haitian Christian Development Project, local church
leaders, and Hope for Haiti’s Children to assess the need and provide immediate relief.

>6,200

20

>40

14

meals distributed

emergency family
shelters built

Haitian doctors sent

congregations surveyed
and assisted

Because of the generous outpouring of support, our staff on the ground headed to the
disaster site and created a staging point for on-going relief work. HHI has been able to buy
and distribute food, water, tarps, solar lights, and propane stoves to address urgent survival
needs. Buying supplies locally gets materials into the hands of survivors quickly and helps
boost the Haitian economy.
Our team has constructed temporary shelters that can later be used to build permanent
homes for residents. HHI also partnered with a sister organization to provide transportation
and supplies for 20 Haitian doctors to treat the immediate medical needs of those injured by
the earthquake.
While the earthquake and its consequences are tragic, it has been beautiful to watch as
Haitians rally together and help one another through the crisis. Together, they are working
tirelessly to take care of each other and are empowered by the financial support of donors
like you! When we respond to disasters like this one as the hands and feet of Jesus, we have
the opportunity to shine a light in the darkness and demonstrate God’s love. Thank you to all
who have given financial gifts or prayed for our team and people in Haiti.You all are helping
to rebuild and heal communities in Haiti in the name of Christ!
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WALK4WATER
Upcoming Walks

OCTOBER
2

Leitchfield, KY
Mckenzie, TN

3

Bellevue, TN

9

Pleasanton, CA

10

Austin, TX
Nashville, TN

16

Lodi, CA

23

Austin, TX

30

Lebanon, TN

6

Tullahoma, TN

NOVEMBER

7

Smyrna, TN

14
20
12

Birmingham, AL
Moulton, AL
Burleson, TX
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WALKERS REACHING
NEW HEIGHTS IN 2021
“How beautiful are the feet of those
who bring good news!”
-Romans 10:15

New Albany, IN

Truly it is the feet of every walker who participates in the
Walk4Water program that are making a beautiful impact and
bringing good news to thousands of precious souls. It is easy to
be overwhelmed by the needs of our world. Individually, we can
start to feel helpless: “What can I do? I’m just one person.” BUT,
when God’s people come together, we can make a tremendous
impact!
This year, thousands of feet (from nine different states) have
walked tens of thousands of miles to bring clean water to a
record-breaking number of villages...and the year isn’t over
yet. “Prior to 2021, the record number of wells sponsored in
one year through the W4W program was forty four. We have
already passed that number and it’s only September,” says W4W
Director, Sean Judge, “I can’t wait to see what God has planned
for the rest of the year!”
Judge credits some of this growth to the 12 new walks that
have happened this year, “The excitement of this ministry is
contagious. We are blessed to have coordinators who share
with others and new walks are born.” Of course, some of
the growth also comes from the walks who continue to build
momentum each year. Many of our walks have faithfully grown
over the course of 3, 4, 5 or even 10 years!
Whether it’s your first walk or you have been walking for years,
every step is beautiful. If you have never participated in a walk
and you want to learn more, visit walk4water.org or email Sean
at w4w@hhi.org for more information.

Walk4Water

Old Washington, OH
“It Takes A Village” is a new podcast series by HHI that gives
you an exclusive look behind-the-scenes of who we are and
the work that is being accomplished. We also highlight the
good works of our international partners, local non-profits,
and the church. Listen and subscribe today!

Huntsville, AL

Healing Hands
International
Becomes An
ECFA Accredited
Organization
ECFA accreditation is based on the ECFA Seven
Standards of Responsible Stewardship™, including
financial accountability, transparency, sound board
governance and ethical fundraising.
HHI joins a growing number of Christ-centered
churches and ministries across America,
supported by over 14.6 million donors that
have earned the right to display the ECFA seal.
When an organization is accredited by ECFA, it
demonstrates its willingness to follow the model
Healing Hands News 13
of biblical accountability.

MEMORIAL GIFTS

Gifts were given in memory of
the following from June 2, 2021
– September 1, 2021. Donors are
in light-faced type.
Adams, Aaron and Helen
James and Linda Adams
Albright, Bill
Sherry and Neva Craig
Allen, Dr. Sid
Jenetta Allen
Alsup, Ruby
Maxine Morton
Amos, Josiah
Ted and Carol Poe
Atnip, Bill
Steve and Susan Church
Baggott, Rachel
Florene O’Rear
Baker, Rogina
Sylvia Hickey
Bates, Patricia
Julia Crawford
Beaton Sr., George
Jacquelyn Alston
Beaton, Dorothy
Jacquelyn Alston
Beck, Julie Jackson
Pat Jackson
Benedict, Clara May
Dan and Sherrill Blazer
Bennie, Donald
Nancy Bennie
Bitrus, Markus
Ted and Carol Poe
Blackwell, Bonnie Akins
Becky Mulvey
Boehman Sr., William M.
Owensboro Church of Christ
Boyce, LeeAnn
Mike and Denise Cotten
Brabant, Ada
George and Sheryl Reagan
Bradley, Bessie
Gary and Hollye Clardy
Brooks, Bill
Robert and Jackie Benham
Buchannon, Cyndi
Michele Breeden
Bumbalough, Frances
Jefferson Avenue Church of Christ
Bumgarner, Ruby
Stanley and Linda Radell
Burchett, Doc
Evelyn Sissom
Camp, Dan
Florene O’Rear
Camp, Richard
Mary Sue Camp
Terry and Glenna Haggard
Campbell, Don
Ginnie Jones
Castleman, Bruce and Eleanor
Bruce and Mary Castleman
Christian, Oakley
Janice Christian
Church, Natalie Ennis
Jeff and Carol Ennis
Comfort, Frank
Anonymous Donor
Connell, Pat
Randall and Rhoda Hartwig
Cook, James
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Sue Harvill
Crawford, Anna Lee
James and Linda Adams
Crowder, Virginia
Steve and Susan Church
Daniel, Akiya
Phil and Amy White
Davis, Wesley
Carol Harrison
Doak, Ronnie
Gwendolyn Doak
Drieling, Jeannie
Theodore and Rhonda Daniel
Edwards, Roberta
William and Sharon Burke
Janis Taylor
Ellis, Amy
Clark and Geraldine Sharpe
Fergueson, Helen
Barbara H. Martin
Furlong, Eddie
Julia Crawford
Garrison, Joe M.
Anna and Todd Garrison
Goolsby, David
Jenetta Allen
Kent and Connie Dobbs
Graves, James Buddy
Carolyn Graves
Griffith, Lynn
Dianne Griffith
Hall, Lamar
Tony and Iva Kate Hopper
Hall, Stokely B.
Owensboro Church of Christ
Hamman, Ayuba
Ted and Carol Poe
Harley, Randall
Dave Edwards
Harris, Don
Paul and Elizabeth Harris
Hickerson, Ralph
Steve and Christi Smith
High, Donna
Judy Rister
Hobby, Marietta
Frances Briggs
Honaker, Joe
Florene O’Rear
Jackson, James
Pat Jackson
Jones, Brad and Sandra
Jonathan and Amanda
Easterwood
Molly Edmondson
James and Francies Flowers
Virginia Floyd
Shirley Hover
Graham and Esheron McKay
Harvey and Kimberly McKay
Turner and Tyler McKay
Ray and Fanny Smith
Guy and Joanne Vanderpool
Jones, Grace E.
Robert F. Jones
King, Don and Roni
Stephen and Jennifer King
Kraus, Nancy
Marlin and Karen Cox
Larson, Paul
Edith Larson
Lawrence, Neil
George and Olivia Foster Gordon
Lincoln, Minnie

Wilma Johnson
Mallard, Julia Akins
Becky Mulvey
Mayo, Glenis
Mary Mayo
McClard, Bill
Briensburg Church of Christ
Paul and Brenda Haunfelner
McCreary, Jean
Judy Rister
Merry Sr., Bill
Herb and Moneta Schumaker
Michael, Roger
Jonathan and Holly Michael
Midkiff, Lincoln
Owensboro Church of Christ
Miller, Wilson and Leona
Kenny and Pam Miller
Mount, Randy
Sylvia Harris
Nowers, Sue
Burton Nowers
Oliver, Dean
Elizabeth Booth
Park, Janice Briggs
Frances Briggs
Pate, Dale
Bob and Judy Nash
Phillips, Sidney
Jewell Phillips
Poole, Richard
Alice Poole
Prosser, Bobby
Jere and Anne Bass
Pursley, Peggy
Fellowship Church of Christ
Ramage, Lillie
Paula Cooper
Riggs, Bill
Jamee Boozer
James Buterbaugh
Dianne Couts
Ashley Dively
Stacy Van Egdom
Carolyn Gambino
Robin Greiner
Kathy Gross
Dennis and Cheryl Hay
Michael Lowry
Jessie McKay
Eileen Miscovich
Julie Riggs
Mary Ann Riggs
Tara Tweardy
Jacob Weimer
Cynthia Witosky
Robinson, Tom
Patrick and Judy Sharbel
Samson, Gwen
Charlotte Cleaver
Sasser, Mrs. Faye
Russ and Jackie Corley
Saunders, Horace and June
Steve and Susan Church
Harrison and Robbie Davis
Brigham and Jill Freeze
Dick and Jan Garner
Ralph and Mimi Samples
Barry and Beth Shulam
Art and Kim Woods
Lilah Yinger
Sensing, Hal
Larry and Kay Felts
Sharpe, Lorraine

Clark and Geraldine Sharpe
Shoaf, Melvin
Ruth Shoaf
Simon, Shedrack
Ted and Carol Poe
Sisson, Jerry K.
Paul and Nancy Ubelhor
Skelley, Paul and Grace
Dick and Polly Finch
Sliger, Bob and Faye
Leon and Verna Lee Couch
Smith, Doug
Randal and Adele Wilcher
Snell, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
James and Helen Costello
Storey, Calvin Dwight
Eugene and Deborah Zawistowski
Suplee, Mary Anne
Andrew Nowak
Tatum, Ruth
Barbara Burns
Towns, Mariah
Julia Crawford
Walker, Sara Pigg
Jody and Carol Ann Pigg
Weber, Mary
Joseph Weber
White, Bob
Gary Jensen
White, Ron
Sherry Bousho
Brent and Jeanne Graham
Thomas and Darlene Milligan
Whitehorn, George and Betty
Charlie Brewer
Jim and Terri Crothers
Jewell Eady
Bryan and Bonnie Flanagan
Andy and Laura Flatt
Jessica Florida
Emily Hastings
Stephen and Cilla Speck
Art and Kim Woods
Williams, Wallace and Mary
Bruce and Mary Castleman
Yearwood, Al
Beverly Crawford
Yinger, Sam
Doug and Twyla Balthaser

HONOR GIFTS

Gifts were given in honor of
the following June 2, 2021 –
September 1, 2021. Donors are
in light-face type.
Alexander, Dr.
Marian Holland
Bailey, Jerry and Patricia
Brian Bailey
Boucher, Grace
Elizabeth Madden
Brantley, Dr. Kent
James and Helen Costello
Breeden, Orene
Michele Breeden
Darnell, Susy
Evelyn Wallis
DeLoach, Steve
Anonymous Donor
Deason, Earl
Chris and Amy Parker
Dube, John
Tenia Smith

Gingles, Chris
Walter and Amy Surdacki
Graves, Jan
Kevin and Jana Owen
Greg, Ruth
Jim and Mary Creech
Hames, Harry
Roger and Phyllis Rommens
Henry, David and Margery
Tony and Iva Kate Hopper
Holland, Dr. J
Marian Holland
Holland, Linda
Lisa Harless
Jackson, James
Blanche Glimps
Jeter, Debbie
Randy Jeter
Kincaid, Mark, Matthew,
Eathan, Andrew and Lauren
Edward and Mary Sue Kincaid
Little, Larry and Kay
Roger and Myra Cook
Mathis, Betty
Jewell Harris
Jane Merryman
McFerling, Bobbie
Hugh and Ann Brady
McMurray, Frank
Forrest and Valerie Jean Busler
Myhan, Jerry and Diane
Jacqueline Harris
Osman, Sarah D.
L. Michael and Phylis Osman
Owen, Jana
Robert Owen
Polidor, Joe
Allison Polidor
Polidor, Parker
Joseph and Suzanne Polidor
Proctor, Evelyn
William and Sheryll Proctor
Reynolds, Julian
Mary and Charles Simpkins
Rucker, James, Abigail,
Micaiah and Boaz
Jeannine Rucker
Smith, Dorris
James and Zelma Crockett
Steger, Randy and Chris
Ronald and Martha Highfield
Tankersley, Billy Ross
Howard and Janice Rosser
Tant, Ruth
Charles and Berenda Vance
Tucker, Mike and Loretta
Judith Griffin
Waddell, Bob and Ruth
Donald and Peggy Nims
Waddell, Craig and Sarah
Donald and Peggy Nims
Walker, Diana
Dorris Taylor
Walton, Eric and Debbie
Donald and Peggy Nims
Wardell, Wendell
Alecia Wardell
Williams, Norma
Tony and Iva Kate Hopper
Wright, Jan
Allison Polidor

TAX-WISE GIVING IDEAS

How to Donate to Charity Using Your IRA
For many people, IRAs are one of the assets that increase their taxable
income when they take distributions. Individuals aged 70 ½ or older are
permitted to direct distributions from their traditional IRA to registered
charitable organizations, such as Healing Hands International. The amount
transferred to charity will qualify toward the individual’s required minimum
distribution for the year.
• Distributions are limited to a maximum of $100,000 per year.
• Distributions are excluded from taxable income.

Healing Hands
International News
Aid, Equip, Empower.

Board of Directors:
Bill Merry, Chairman
Eric Bearly
Bruce Beck
Rita Cochrane
Kay McDowell
Fortune Mhlanga
Burt Nowers
Sandy Perry
Dr. Doug Peters
Barry Pickering
Dr. Lon Raby
Dr. Randy Steger, Founder
Jeff Whitehorn

Using this method of giving could also have other side benefits such as
lowering the giver’s marginal tax bracket and reducing the giver’s taxable
income, possibly reducing the amount of taxation on social security benefits.

President: Art Woods

Taking Stock at Year-End, and Giving It

Vice President of Operations:
Jana Owen

Many people own appreciated stock -- stock that has risen in value over
time. For example, Jane has a stock account with a well-known brokerage
company. One of her stocks has grown from $15 a share to $75 a share over
the past few years. If she asked her broker to sell the stock she would owe
tax on the $60 of appreciation for each share that was sold.

Vice President of Operations:
Joseph Smith

However, if Jane gave the stock to HHI, she would avoid this tax on the
appreciation and receive an income tax charitable deduction on the full value
of the stock. Because HHI is a qualified charitable organization, it could then
sell the stock and avoid any tax on the appreciation. A win for Jane; a win for
HHI.

Healing Hands International News
is produced three times annually.
It is printed by Allen Printing
Company and distributed by Axis
Direct, Inc.

Most stock gifts occur during the fourth quarter of the year. Many thoughtful
donors review their stock portfolio and select those stocks which have
appreciated the most and which have been held for more than a year. These
donors give stock instead of cash because they have discovered the value of
stretching their giving power by giving the appreciation. Have you considered
making a gift of appreciated stock to HHI?
We suggest consulting your tax and financial professionals to see if these giving
ideas would be advantageous to you. If you would like help in submitting a request
to your IRA administrator or have any questions, please contact Scott Saunders at
615-832-2000 or at ssaunders@hhi.org.
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Editorial inquiries should
be directed to: Marketing
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On the Cover: See how God has
brought “new life” to this village in
Northern Ghana through the gift
of clean water.
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Women of Hope Weekend

Save the Date!
March 25-26, 2022
Murfreesboro, TN
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